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Style and
function
uncompro__
mised.

The beauty of an Attiro floor isn’t only in its looks, but in its
elegant design. Because Attiro uses a magnetic base to
secure to the steel encapsulated raised floor panels,
it makes accessing underfloor voids effortless.
Attiro has all the beauty of engineered oak and all the
ease of access flooring. Moving on from the conventional
bonded square systems of the past, with Attiro you never
have to compromise on style or function again.
Attiro can be installed at fit-out stage, prior to testing and
commissioning to reduce waste and lead times during
construction. It works hand in hand with Kingspan’s steel

Protective edge band

encapsulated raised access floor panels.
Simply lift the magnetic, European oak-veneered Attiro
to access and reveal the raised floor panels and void
underneath. In comparison to inaccessible tongue and
grove wood flooring, using the Attiro lifting device you
can simply lift up any part of the floor within seconds.
We deliver and install Attiro pre-finished, so you can walk
on it as soon as it’s laid. And thanks to its pioneering
magnetic base, it’s quick and easy to remove if you ever
needed to repair or replace an individual stave.
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Dimensions available
Standard width: 160, 180, & 200mm.
Lengths from: 1200mm – 2200mm.
All Attiro is 16.5mm in depth.

innovating

A lesson in versatility
Attiro comes in a
range of shades
and finishes to
suit any taste and
interior – from
deep, rich grains to
crisp, clean whites.
Brushed finish
as standard with
alternative sawmill
and rustic hand
scraped finishes.
Lacquer options
include wax oil or
UV cured lacquer.

Italian craftsmanship
meets British innovation

Bianco Pallido
KATT 002

Dark Decapato
KATT 004

Bianco Plus
KATT 015

Decapato Bianco
KATT 016

Castagno
KATT 003

Fog
KATT 007

Country Grigio
KATT 008

Fumè
KATT 012

Natural
KATT 001

Noce Scuro
KATT 009

Marrone Antico
KATT 010

Marrone Sbiancato
KATT 005

Sawmill Fog
KATT 014

Sawmill Fumè
KATT 006

Sbiancato
KATT 013

Wenge
KATT 011

Quality, luxury, prestige: the hallmarks of
Italian craftsmanship. We’ve taken these
time-honoured traditions and fused them
with ground breaking British engineering
to create something new & inspirational.
Attiro is the result of impeccable attention
to detail. Everything that goes into its
creation is carefully hand-picked. From
the prime grade European sustainable
lumber we source to the master craftsmen
who perfect it.

